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Abstract
This paper presents the description of some tools and resources for aligning diachronic parallel texts. We try to emphasize the idea of improving the lexicographical similarity between
words and expressions used in old and modern texts, using a special technique of natural language processing namely the BLEU
score. The overall result of the research is a package of language
tools and resources, which will serve to the automatic alignment
of the old Romanian text with the modern text.
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1

Introduction

The aligning of an old text to its modern representation means translating it into a contemporary language by replacing outdated lexical
variants with modern expressions.
Parallel texts are valuable linguistic resources in many fields of research, but also in practical applications. The best known application is
statistical machine translation, or more recently, neural machine translation (using neural networks). Also, parallel texts are researched in
disambiguating the meaning of the word, recognizing proper names,
learning the language model, but also in the diachronic analysis of natural languages.
A set of parallel texts can form a parallel corpus. The central part
in working with a parallel corpus is the alignment task. Alignment in
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this sense is the process of linking the corresponding textual parts of
parallel texts. An important feature of parallel texts is the property
of having in itself a correspondence between two or more texts, for
example, the equivalence of translation or paraphrasing. We assume
that they connect with each other via their meaning.
In computational linguistics, the term parallel text, also refers to
pairs of collections of texts in the same field that include translations
of one and the same document. But in most cases, parallel texts refer
to bilingual corpora [10].
A diachronic parallel corpus refers to a parallel corpus, where the
parallel texts share the same language but their time periods are different.
The purpose of our research is to translate historical texts into
texts that use expressions and words from the modern dictionary of
the Romanian language. Thus, the first beginning of the work is the
elaboration of a parallel diachronic corpus with text in Romanian written hundreds of years ago, aligned with its modern variant. We took
as primary resources text from the New Testament of the 17th century
and New Testament of the 20th century, but an extension of the corpus
follows with other texts from our cultural thesaurus.

2

Textual resources

Our main resource is the parallel diachronic corpus developed in
Bumbu, 2019 [1], placed on the web with open access. One might
say that this resource cannot be called a parallel corpus but only a
parallel text. We are working to expand this resource by digitizing and
iteratively adding new texts, so that in the end we get a large collection
of parallel texts and we prefer to call it a parallel corpus.
The parallel corpus contains text from the book Noulu Testament
”
sau Înpacarea, au Leagea noao a lui Is. Hs.”, printed in 1648 at the
Belgrade Fortress, Transylvania [2] and text from the electronic version
of the New Testament (written and annotated by Bartolomeu Valeriu
Anania, archbishop of the Archdiocese of Vadul, Feleac and Cluj in
1990) [3]. The volume of text in the corpus expressed in sentences is
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currently approx. 10,000 sentences.
Given the fact that the alphabet of the book printed in the seventeenth century is old and unused (the Romanian Cyrillic alphabet), it
takes several steps to reach the editable text with the modern alphabet
of the Romanian language. The first step is the optical character recognition (OCR). The OCR applied to the old book has an accuracy of
up to 80%, and errors are corrected manually. Some issues that worsen
the accuracy of OCR applied to the old book are: the pages in the
book are worn (they have brownish spots and underlines below text
lines); the text in the book has a lot of features specific to that period,
such as: letters over other letters, words written together, references
written in Slavonic with a smaller font, abbreviations, widespread use
of accents, etc (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Two passages from the New Testament book of 1648
The next step after OCR is to transliterate the text from the Cyrillic
alphabet into the Latin alphabet. At this stage we use a transliteration
tool developed at the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science
“V. Andrunachievici” [5]. An example of transliterated text is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Fragment of transliterated text of the New Testament of 1648
OCRed text

Text after transliteration

Íó ¶þäåêàðåöü êàñú íó èöü
¶þäåêàö
Êú êó ÷å ¶þäåêàòú âåöè
¶þäåêà, ¶þäåêàâúâåöü

Nu giude aret
asa nu t
giude at
Ca u e giude ata veti
giude a, giude avavet
,

,

,

,

,

After transliterating the text we proceed to verse alignment. The
verses from the Old New Testament (NTV) were aligned with the verses
from the Modern New Testament (NTM) (Table 2) using the Levenshtein distance. The verses are placed in the corpus according to their
order in the book. Respectively, 1006 verses from the Gospel according
to Matthew, 675 verses from the Gospel according to Mark, 1151 and
668 verses from the Gospel according to Luke and John.
Table 2. Aligned verses from NTV and NTM
NTV verses
S, i fu ı̂zilele acelia, veni Iisus de
ı̂n nazareful galileei, şi să
boteză dela Ioan ı̂n Iordan.
S, i aciiş eşind de ı̂n apă, văzu
deşchise ceriurele, şi duhul ca
un porumbu, pogorănd spre El.

NTM verses
S, i ı̂n zilele acelea, Iisus a venit
din Nazaretul Galileii s, i S’a
botezat ı̂n Iordan de către Ioan.
S, i ı̂ndata, ies, ind din apă, a vazut
cerurile deschise s, i Duhul ca un
porumbel pogorându-Se peste El.

In the next section some word alignment tools are briefly described,
including a tool we are currently working on.

3

Alignment Tools

To reach the automatic alignment of old texts to the modern texts,
there are still an indefinite number of steps to be done. An intermediate
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step that appears is the alignment of old words to modern ones. The
text elements here are words. Word alignment tools are usually special
software that helps an expert to map source text words to target text
words. One of these tools is the Berkeley Word Aligner (BWA) [7], a
program written in Java, used in many cases for machine translation.
BWA aligns the words in a parallel corpus aligned at the sentence
level, using a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [8]. To train an HMM
syntactic alignment model, a third parallel text is also needed for each
pair of aligned text. All texts should be annotated with syntactic
information. Considering the fact that we do not have any third parallel
text, nor the annotation of the text with the syntactic information, this
tool is useless to us at this stage.
Another tool pack for word alignment is GIZA ++ [9]. This tool
also makes extensive use of hidden Markovian models to align texts.
Giza ++ works directly with the aligned sentences from two parallel
texts, without asking for any additional linguistic information attached
to the text. Using an expectation maximization algorithm, the results
of the alignment of the final words can be obtained after the software
trains itself with a parallel corpus, several iterations, from source text
to target text and vice-versa.
Given the fact that we are dealing with parallel diachronic texts,
we decided to create an alignment tool that will satisfy special needs.
Some examples of necessity will be: the calculation of the BLEU score
between texts, sentences, expressions; interactive viewing of n-grams;
viewing the word/expression coverage tree; working with more than
two parallel texts at the same time etc.
Therefore, a parallel word alignment editor, which is still under
construction, helps us to prepare the results of this paper.
The parallel word alignment editor is a WEB application, designed
within Django framework, the Python programming language. The
application consists of 3 general modules: the parallel text editing and
parallel corpus formation module, the word processing module, and the
word weighted graph creation module.
The text editing module is the gateway in the alignment application. It offers the possibility to view and edit several parallel texts
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simultaneously, and the changes are automatically propagated in the
corpus. At the same time, in this module we can add texts directly to
the corpus.
Some functionalities already defined in the word processing module are: computing of 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-grams, counting and visualization
of n-grams [Figure 2], division into tokens (words and punctuation),
associating tokens with numeric identifiers (each word is assigned an
ID and the ID is an integer), and calculating the BLEU score between
sentences or texts.
The text graph creation module involves mapping the word graphs
in the parallel text. This module does not have fully defined functionalities, but we focus on a powerful visualization and interactivity
device.

Figure 2. Visualization of 3-grams of 2 parallel texts, ordered descending by frequency
One of the basic functionalities we are going to use to improve the
similarity between parallel texts is the BLEU score (Bilingual Evaluation Understanding), a metric used to evaluate a sentence generated
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in machine translation compared to a reference sentence (translated by
an expert). The score was invented by Kishore Papineni et al., 2002 [6]
to evaluate the predictions made by machine translation systems. This
method has many advantages: it is fast and easy to calculate; easy to
understand; language independent; it correlates very much with human
evaluation of the translation and it can be used in diachronic analysis.
The approach works by counting n-grams in the translated text and
the reference text that match character by character, where 1-gram or
uni-gram would be a word and bi-gram would be each pair of words.
The comparison is made regardless of the order of the words and can
reach up to 4 grams.
We assume that our translation is the source text or NTV in our
corpus and the reference text is the target text or NTM in our corpus.

4

Conclusions

This paper presents 3 tools for aligning words in a parallel text. One
of these tools is developed by us to frame special functionalities needed
to align words in a parallel diachronic corpus. A specific functionality
that is integrated by default in our application is the calculation of the
BLEU score between sentences. We have included it as an approach to
improve the similarity between the texts in a parallel corpus.
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